
Chemical potentialIf concentrations of di�erent species in a gas can change, needto apply constraint of chemical equilibrium. Chemical potential ofspecies i is, �i = 0@ @E@Ni1AS;V :Consider changing concentrations by dNi via some reaction. Ther-modynamic equilibrium requires,Xi �idNi = 0We can write any reaction in the form,Xi �iCi = 0where the �i are the stoichiometric coeÆcients and theCi representthe reacting components. e.g. for the reaction,H+ + e� $ H0C1 = H+ etc, �1 = �2 = 1, �3 = �1.
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If N1 changes by some amount dN1, the changes in the other Nidepend upon the �i, dNi�i = dN1�1Thus we have, Xi �idNi = Xi �idN1�1 �i = 0Since dN1 is arbitrary, Xi �i�i = 0The equation for chemical equilibrium.
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Neutron starsStandard reference: `Black holes, white dwarfs and neutron stars'(Shapiro & Teukolsky).At low T , degenerate EOS with Coulomb corrections applies up todensities of � 107 g cm�3. First important deviation due to inverse�-decay, e� + p! n + �which requires e� to have enough energy to balance the massdi�erence between proton and neutron,(mn �mp)c2 = 1:29 MeVThis reaction will transform protons into neutrons if ordinary �-decay, n! p + e� + ��is suppressed. This occurs when � is high enough because thenthere are no free states in the Fermi sea for the electron to occupy.Aim: calculate the required density.
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Consider a gas of free electrons, protons, and neutrons in equilib-rium. For inverse �-decay, chemical potentials satisfy,�e + �p = �nDe�ne, as for degenerate electrons, parameters,xe = peFmec; xn = pnFmnc; xp = ppFmpcWe previously showed for degenerate electrons that,�e = mec2(1 + x2e)1=2;so chemical potential formula becomes,me(1 + x2e)1=2 +mp(1 + x2p)1=2 = mn(1 + x2n)1=2Charge neutrality ne = np implies,8�3 0@ hmec1A�3 x3e = 8�3 0B@ hmpc1CA�3 x3p;i.e. mexe = mpxp.
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To �nd minimum density for neutrons to appear, set xn = 0. Thenme(1 + x2e)1=2 = mn �mp(1 + x2p)1=2Assume (correctly) that protons are non-relativistic so xp � 1.Then, me(1 + x2e)1=2 = mn �mpSolving for xe and writing in terms of ne,ne = 8�3 0@ hmec1A�3 2640@mn �mpme 1A2 � 13753=2In terms of physical density,� � nemp � 1:2� 107 g cm�3Above this density, equilibrium composition has increasing pro-portion of neutrons. Substitute expression for charge neutrality intochemical potential formula to �nd,npnn = 0@mpxpmnxn1A3 ' 18 2641 + 4Q=mnx2n + 4(Q2 �m2e)=m2nx4n1 + 1=x2n 3753=2where Q = mn �mp. 5



Plot this ratio as f(xn) (i.e. with increasing density):

Minimum value occurs at � � 8� 1011 g cm�3. Asymptotic valueis 1=8 as �!1.Strictly, these results apply to an equilibrium system of �xedcharge (zero), baryon number, and lepton number. We have con-sidered a limit where n� ! 0. 6



As with Coulomb e�ects at lower densities, complications arisebecause of interactions. At `low' densities, minimum energy state(`nuclear equilibrium') is bound nuclei. Calculation of the EOS re-quires knowledge of the binding energy (or M(Z;A)) of di�erentnuclei.Summary:� Below � � 107 g cm�3, equilibrium nuclide is 5626Fe.� At higher densities, inverse �-decay alters equilibrium nuclearcomposition towards more neutron rich matter. Nuclei are sta-bilized against �-decay by the �lled Fermi sea of electrons.� At � � 4 � 1011 g cm�3 reach `neutron drip'. Most stableequilibrium is two-phase: electrons and nuclei plus free neutrons.� Pressure is dominated by fully relativistic electrons up to densi-ties of order 4� 1012 g cm�3. Neutrons thereafter.� Above nuclear densities (� � 2:8�1014 g cm�3), substantial un-certainties in the EOS remain. Relevant to the radii and struc-ture of neutron stars.Physical idea: nuclear equilibrium { energy cannot be loweredby changing composition via strong, weak or EM interactions.Modern reference: Shen et al., Prog. Theoretical. Phys., 100,1013 (1998). 7



Speci�c heats and adiabatic exponentsConsider �rst an ideal nondegenerate gas. Calculation of the spe-ci�c heats and adiabatic behavior is a textbook exercise. Start with,PV = R�Twhere V is the volume of unit mass of gas. First law of thermo-dynamics is, dQ = dU + PdVFor a perfect gas, U = U(T ), so equivalently,dQ = dUdT dT + PdVSpeci�c heat at constant volume,cV � 0@dQdT 1AV = dUdTTo get the speci�c heat at constant pressure, use the EOS,PdV + V dP = R�dT
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Using this, dQ = 0@dUdT + R�1A dT � V dPso, cp = cV + R�The ratio of the speci�c heats cp=cV , depends upon the number ofdegrees of freedom of the gas. For f degrees of freedom, = cpcV = 1 + 2fso in stellar interiors where the gas is ionized (no internal degreesof freedom) f = 3 and  = 5=3.Consider adiabatic changes. For an ideal gas, the �rst law can bewritten, dQ = cV dT + RT�V dV:An adiabatic change is de�ned as a quasistatic change of state inwhich no heat is added. Setting dQ = 0 and substituting for thespeci�c heats gives, cV dTT + (cp � cV )dVV = 0:9



For an ideal gas, the speci�c heats are constants. Integrating,TV �1 = constantLikewise we obtain, TV �1 = constantPV  = constantP 1�T  = constantIn di�erential form, adiabatic changes satisfy,dTT + ( � 1)dVV = 0dPP + 1�  dTT = 0dPP + dVV = 0These relations hold for ideal gases. For the important case of gas+ radiation, a di�erent `' is required for each of these relations.These 's are not constants, nor do they equal the ratio of speci�cheats.
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